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Our Business Segments
Transportation Systems
Leading provider of large-scale
intelligent transportation systems
and services worldwide

Global Defense
Mission Support Services
Leading provider of highly
specialized support services for
military and security forces of the
U.S. and allied nations

PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS DELIVERED TO

OVER 400 PROJECTS TO DATE

40 MAJOR METROPOLITAN MARKETS
ON 5 CONTINENTS

Training Systems
Leading provider of air and ground
combat training systems for the
U.S. and allied nations

THE UNITED STATES &
35+ ALLIED NATIONS
(from 1973 – 2014)

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF

EXERCISE AND TRAINING

EVENTS SUPPORTED WORLDWIDE

Secure Communications
Emerging provider of tactical
communications
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Fiscal Year 2014 Summary
 In fiscal year 2014, we set out to
– Win major recompetes
– Capture new business
– Focus on program execution
 Each of our segments has made important progress
to achieve these goals
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Won Largest Contract in Company History




Transport for London awarded the
Electra contract to CTS for support of
London’s transport network (July
2014)
‒ $700 million, 7-year contract
‒ Ultimate value is $1 billion over
10 years
We are very grateful to Transport for
London for their continued trust in us
since 1978
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Won Korea Battle Simulation Center (KBSC)


Mission Support Services (MSS)
continues its more than two decades
of service to the KBSC (August 2014)



MSS supports the center in providing
theater-level, manual and computerassisted training exercises in the
Republic of Korea, Japan and other
locations worldwide



MSS has earned a track record of
performance at the KBSC since its
inception in 1991
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Won Follow-On Contract to Support the British Army


Cubic Training Systems will provide
support and repair of the Area
Weapons Effects Simulator (AWES)
system at the
– Salisbury Plain Training Area
(SPTA) in the UK
– British Army Training Unit
Suffield (BATUS) in Alberta,
Canada (April 2014)



Cubic Training Systems developed and
installed the AWES system under a
contract received in 1998
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Won U.S. Navy Fielded Training Systems Support


Establishes Mission Support Services
as a significant training support
provider to the U.S. Navy helicopter
Community (June 2014)



We provide operations and
maintenance support of aviation
devices, and simulator and
academic instruction for helicopter
pilots
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Won U.S. Army Mobile Instrumented Training System


Cubic Training Systems was chosen by
the U.S. Army to modernize soldier
training (August 2014)
‒ Ultimate contract value up to
$200 million



Our ground combat training solution
incorporates automation and ease of
use features such as intuitive
applications and game-based virtual
instruction
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Virtual Reality Courseware…the future of training


Cubic Global Defense is an emerging
leader in immersive game-based training
and courseware



In 2014 we delivered the first
component of a virtual training
simulator for the Littoral Combat Ship’s
mission bay systems (November 2014)



We earned the Best Tutorial award for
“Bridging the Gap: How to Build Effective
Game-based Training” at the world’s
largest modeling, simulation and
education conference, I\ITSEC (December
2014)
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Early Delivery of Award Winning System


Completed Opal electronic ticketing
system months ahead of schedule
(December 2014)



Now thousands of travelers in Greater
Sydney experience faster, and more
convenient access to travel on trains,
buses, ferries, and light rail



The Opal System was named
Australia’s 2014 Smart Infrastructure
project of the year for excellence in
design, delivery and use of smart card
infrastructure (March 2014)
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CTS’ vision for the future of transport
>> Connecting journeys & information as never before
Fare & Transportation Payments
Transport Analytics
Integrated Multimodal Travel
Real Time Passenger Information
Mobile Payment & Information Systems
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Making Open Payment A Reality


Successfully completed the transition to the new Ventra™
open payment system in Chicago (July 2014)



This is the first fully open contactless payment system in
North America



In the U.K., we supported the extension of contactless
bankcard payments across the Transport for London
Network– including Tube, tram, DLR, London Overground
and National Rail services (September 2014)
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Expanding Real Time Bus Information To Brisbane


Awarded first project for real time bus
information outside of North America by
Translink, the transit authority in South East
Queensland, Australia (October 2014)



The NextBus award delivers on a key
component of CTS’ NextCity strategy—the
integration and application of payment,
traveler information and operational
analytics to regional transportation networks
around the world
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Making The Mobile Connection For Intelligent Travel


CTS is delivering an industry first in
the U.S. and its NextWave™
mobile business system is making
it possible



Soon Chicago’s Ventra system will
have an integrated mobile
application supporting mobile
ticketing, mobile top up, account
management and advanced trip
planning features—all part of CTS’
NextCity vision
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Cubic Corporation
Leading positions across multiple markets

Broadly diversified international presence

Strong and stable financial position
Innovative solutions to meet our customers’ most
pressing needs
Successful track record of delivering long-term returns
to shareholders
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